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man awaiting us.   The pony was for the use of my servant, an
excellent young Indian Mohammedan from Bihar, whose life in
domestic service in Calcutta with an opulent master had not
accustomed him to long expeditions on foot.    Courage he had
and perseverance and goodwill, but his life  had   been   spent
amongst the flesh-pots of the great Indian cities, and he had
a wholesome dislike, and I think tear, of the jungle, the mountains
and violent exercise.    As much depended—certainly my meals
at least—on his arrival in not too fatigued a condition at our
resting-places, I had hired him a pony, preferring myself to
trudge on foot up and down the steep ascents and descents of
these rugged hills.    Often the good Mohammed must have
regretted his taking service with me, but his moments of des-
pondency passed quickly and in the end he seemed to find some
enjoyment in his travels.   In any case he served me well and had
forgiven my dragging him off" on this adventurous excursion long
before we parted on the quay at Rangoon a month or two later,
Dividing my equipment into loads suitable in bulk and in
weight to be carried on the coolies' heads we were soon climbing
the slopes of the foothills.    The burden that a coolie carries is
60 Ibs. weight^ but 1 had so arranged that none of my men bore
more than 40 Ibs., amply sufficient over such steep inclines.   By
this means we were able to move more quickly and I won the
gratitude and goodwill of my men.    They were I lindus of
Manipur, small slight men, light brown in colour, with a touch
of Eastern Asia in their sloping eyes.   While the Hindu carries
his load upon his head the Naga tribesman suspends his burden
by a band across his forehead letting it hang behind his shoulders
and down his back.   Naturally each race finds the other's method
absurd.
While the jungle track runs roughly east and west the
mountain range runs north and south. By no other means could
Nature have arranged so many and such steep climbs and so
many as seemingly steeper descents, in the path of the traveller.
Now and again it is true the path winds along the narrow ridge of
a mountain, with jungled slopes falling away on either hand down
to the forest-clad valleys far beneath. The journey starts with
an ascent of nearly 3,000 feet of zig-zags up an outlying buttress
of the chain. From the summit one looks back upon the plain
of Manipur, the wide open valley lying stretched between its
distant hills, resembling a lake, so blue and so still it was* The
end of February was approaching and the trees of the forest that

